
C13 BR MERMAID (ZJV) 14t  BALLAST WAGON
These unusual wagons are derived from a design built for the GWR in the 
1930s by Metropolitan Cammell. The first BR wagons were almost 

identical to the GWR ones, & numbered DB989000-088. They were later 
converted to vacuum braking. The model is based on the batches built 1960-
61, numbered DB989089-638. There were two minor variations to be seen as 
some wagons were fitted with self-contained buffers, while others had roller 
bearing axleboxes. The model has OLEO buffers & split oil axleboxes as did 
some 90% of the prototypes. Mermaids were seen on all regions of BR. The 
SR ran them with Dogfish and these were lettered "MER-DOG". Main depôts 
ran trains of 30-35 wagons but they could be seen in outlying places in twos or 
threes. Mermaids were the only side tipping wagons on BR. When discharging 
the wagons were secured to the track with clamps fitted to the bottom edge of 
the solebars. Tipping too many wagons at once could tip the track over as well!

BODY PARTS: 
1 Body Side 
2 Body End 
3 Inner Roller Guide 
4 Outer Roller Guide 
5 Headstock 
6 Buffer Heads 
7 Brakeshoe Stretchers 
8 Operating Levers 
9 Coupling Adaptor 
10 Brakeshoes 
11 Rollers 
12 Box for end 
13 Locking Lever 

Use solvent such as Humbrol Liquid Poly 
for assembly. Separate parts from sprues 
with a craft knife. Take care not to lose 
small components. If fitting screw or 
Instanter couplings it is easier to fit them 
before assembly.

Fit brakeshoe stretchers & 
Hornby coupling adaptors if required

Fit brake gear as shown. The lever on the short 
rod G fits onto shaft on  the vacuum cylinder

The body can now be placed on the 
chassis. Ensure that the rollers are 
sitting on the outer roller guides & that 
the body is centred on the chassis.

From the chain provided, cut 4 lengths 
(with links pulled tight) 20mm long. Fit 
the chain from tips of levers to small 
lugs on headstocks

CHASSIS PARTS:

A Solebar
B Solebar
C Brakelever for A
D Brakelever for B
F Vacuum Cylinder
F Push Rods
G Short Rod with Lever
H “V” Hanger
J Long Rod

Also included: centre frame unit, 
floor & length of chain
Fit bearings into axle boxes before 
assembly

Fit brakeshoes onto 
locating pegs

 Fit locking levers into    
holes in cross of centre 
frame.

Assemble solebars to headstocks, then drop in centre frame. Add brakelevers 
to correct solebars. When set, spring in wheels

LIVERY
1st livery: up to about 1967 was black overall with yellow lettering. 2nd 

livery: 196783 was olive green body work & solebars with white lettering. 3rd 
livery: dark grey body & solebars with white lettering, and a 6" yellow stripe 
on the top edge of the sides. Generally running gear and buffer heads were 
black. Footstep & brakelever handle white. Buffer shanks (thinnest part) 
silver. Electrification warning flashes were fitted to wagons used 'under the 
wires', e.g. LMR & ER stock.

Positions of 
warning flashes
are marked X

Transfers: Sheet CT4 formerly produced by us, is now available from 
Modelmasters, ref. no. 4867 & the CT2 Airbraked wagon sheet re. no. 4866.

Fit operating levers to ends

Fit buffer heads
into bodies

Fit roller guides across chassis. 
Correctly installed they will be 
5mm apart

The chains cross as shown by the broken lines

Assemble body parts to floor. The ribs 
locate under bottom edge of floor. 
Fit boxes to lugs on bottom RH corners 
of ends
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Fit the 6 rollers to cross  members 
on underside of floor, three each 
end, facing outwards as shown


